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Abstract : It it, shown that new mass-asymmetry valleyi 
a^e appearing in the. ^tagmentation potential \J(l,r\)as 
Sanction oh the length I and mass-asymmetry coordinate 
n = (A1-£2)/(Al+A2) ai Larger r\-values. These valleys 
are due to a correct treatment oh the -ihe.il e^ecti 
such that hor separated hiagmenti the shell cl^ecti 
e.qual the sum oh the. shell eh\ect-i oh the individual 
hragmtdts and correspond to the. double magic h-iagments 
«8Ca, ' h i , 13iSn and i0*?b ormavbe. S6Hi. Alio is 
shown that the. jf-t-d4-con mass-distributions have addi
tional peak-i corresponding to. the bottom oh these net'.1 

valleys. The calculations are illuitrated ;k'4,252'^' 
and 23&U, The preliminary results show hc'L U neta-
tively high percent yizlds in agreement ic.lth present 
available experimental data, 

V.'e dedicate this letter to ProiVs.sor Henry Kewson 
(Duke University, Durham, N.C, USA)vho before his 
unexpected death has stimulated our interest in the 
influence of the shell effects on asymmetric nuclear 
fission, 
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It is well-known (Sandulescu and Greiner 1977) that the 

fragmentation mass-asymmetry valleys, which appear in the 

fragmentation potential due to tbe shell effects of the fragments 

are mainly responsible 

1) for the mass-asymmetry of the fission fragments, 

2) for the maximum of the fusion cross sections for the same 

compound system obtained by different projectile-target 

combinations and 

3) for the asymmetry in the mass transfer in heavy ion collisions. 

In the heavy elements region we expect maximum shell effects 

from the double magic nuclei with N «- 1.6 Z as go C aog» 26 N i50* 
j-io 208 56 
50Sn82 a n d 82Pb126 o r may be 28 N i28* A l r e a d v the existing 

1T2 experimental data are showing that J Sn can be related with the 

maxima in the fission mass-distributions of the actinide nuclei 

(Lichter et al. I973t Maruhn and Greiner 1974, Gupta et al. 1975, 
LQ 208 

Maruhn and Greiner 1976) and Ca and Tb to the maxima of 

the complete fusion cross sections for different projectile-tar

get combinations (Sandulescu et al. 1976, Gupta et al. 1977a, 

Gupta et al. 1977b, Gupta et al. 1977c, Sar.dulescu 1977, Magdn 

ct al. 1978). 

Due to the fact that these fragmentation valleys, which can 

be clearly seen in the outside region at touching configurations, 

«re extended into the overlapping region even up to the top of 

the interaction barriers, we concluded (Soudulcscu and Grcinci 

1977) that In the fission moss-distribution the shell effects 
1*5° must appear not only at the double map.ic nucleus "/"Sn but also 

at the other double mafic nuclei. 
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Indeed, the fragmentation potential yf-Crfllor heavy elements 
n o 

show in addition to the valley corresponding to -""Sn other 

valleys corresponding to the other magic numbers of the fragments. 

We computed this potential y/^Jby fir6t minimizing the liquid 

drop model (LDM) energy with respect to the deformations of 

each fragment (Pj, f2) and the neck parameter £ for (t;^ ) 

fixed and secondly by adding the shell and pairing corrections 

for the corresponding shape parameters. 

252 As an example, we are giving in Fig. 1 for J No the LDM 

mass-asymmetry energy ETmf( Ĵ 7)t minimized with respect to pJf P„ 

and t, , and the fragmentation potentials 

with half (q = l/2) and full (q = l) shell corrections d C/$7/' 

We can see, as we expected, that E^PM^ ^J1) ) n a s only one valley 

situated at ?} = 0 and that by adding the shell corrections 

this valley is splitted into two other valleys, mainly due to the 
1 "î0 TIR L< 

double magic structure of ij>~Sn and ~uoPb or H*Ca. 

In order to have a rough view of the temperature effects on 

the potential, since we believe that the temperature is smoothing 

out the shell corrections, we represented also the fragmentation 

potential with half of the shell corrections. We can sec that 

already for half values of the shell corrections the second 

valley has practically disappeared. 

We should like to mention that the new valleys at larger 

mass-asymmetry are mainly due to the correct treatment of the 

shell corrections such that for separated fragments the shell 

corrections equals the sum of the shell corrections of individual 
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fragments. This has been.done by weighting each level with the 

probability that its wave function is found in the corresponding 

fragment .-, 

fragment i 

and by computing the shell corrections for each fragment separate

ly, the plane of separation being the neck at 7. = o in the 

asymmetric two-center shell model (ATCSM) (Maruhn and Grcincr 1972, 

Hahn et al. 1977). 

Now, in order to include as simple as possible in the calcu

lation of the fission yields, the new fragmentation valleys we 

decouple the )? -motion from the A -motion where R is 

the spherical radius of the compound nucleus) by assuming that 

the coupling masses B A„ can be neglected relative to HAX and 

B M -masses ( I ^ A * ) ! * ^ VB\x B^r )• Thus the classical Ilamiltonian 

for the *) -motion, quantized using the Pauli and Podolsky 

procedure, gives the following Hamiltonian 

where by y [^fyb) ve denoted the eigenstates for the mass -

asymmetry motion in the temperature-dependent potential \ ' ^ i ^ ) . 

Here, in order to evaluate roughly the influence of the temperature 

on the fission yields, we introduced a phenomenological tempera

ture in the potential by assuming that the total shell corrections 

are decreased by a Gauss-fac tor 
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where E. (*-, *) ) r e p r e s e n t s the l i q u i d drop moilcl « n e r ţ y , O U•*,r: 
l .DM J i .• 

tlio total shell corrections, 8 the temperature of the compound 
nucleus, which is related to the excitation energy E of the 
compound nucleus by the re In turn 

and D 0 « constant te»pernture rj = 1 .5 MoV, chosen in such u 
wny Lhnt for excitation energies E ^> 50-60 McV the shell eifects 
are disappearing. 

The aasses where consistently calculated by applying the 
cranking model and the same ATCSM-states as used for the calculation 
of the shell corrections. 

The fission yields, normalized to 200# are given by the ex
pression 

where we assumed a Boltzoann-like distribution of the j^\.i*h&)~ 

states 

Evidently, due to the existence of the other mass-asymmetry 
1 ̂ ° valleys, in addition to the -""Sn valley, the fission yields must 

have additional peaks corresponding to the bottom of the new 
fragmentation valleys. Indeed, the fission yields for "-"No given 
in Fig. 2 for the ground state and an excitation energy E = 10 MeV, 
are showing evidently the new peaks. For the ground state, when 
we included in the calculation only the lowest state of the frag
mentation potential at \,- 2h fmf the heights of these peaks are 
four orders of magnitude less than the main peaks. By including 
the temperature effects by Eq. (7) the heights of the secondary 
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peaks are increased by approximately two orders of magnitude. 

Of course for higher temperatures the secondary peaks are de

creasing again, the whole picture becoming symmetric for 

E*9i 50-60 MeV. 

We should like to mention that the location, the heights and 

the widths of the secondary peaks are depending somewhat on the 

two parameters used in the calculations u and Oo . Â detailed 

study of the main peaks of the fission mass-distribution may 

give us some criteria for choosing these parameters. 

*. Ve have already found in the literature some experimental data 

which are supporting these predictions. Recently (de Carvalho 

et al. 1976) has been found in a detailed range-track histogram 

(obtained in a long exposure experiment of loaded nuclear emulsions 

with isotopes from the natural uranium) a new peak, together with 

the characteristic peak of spontaneous fission tracks. The new 

peak, related to the shorter range-tracks has been attributed to 

a spontaneous nuclear phenomenon, a case of emission of ions of 

intermediates masses in the region from neon to nickel. Also the 

new peak may contribute to the dwarf halos, observed by minera

logists long ago and whose agent was not properly explained 

(Gentry 1970, Gentry 1971). Also recent data from Duke-University 

(Epperson 1978) have been reported in which the first chance 

fission mass yields of two isotopes of neptunium ""--'Np and ~J Np 

at very low average excitation energies ranging from h MeV to 

5 MeV where measured indirectly as a second step fission process 

by substracting the first chance fission from the second dinner 

fission. These mass-distribution data show a preliminary evidence 

for an enhanced fragment yield in the region of A = 7? (may bo 

Z = 26, N s 50). Similary the reported radiochemical dntn 
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(Rao et al. 1974) of the reactor neutron induced fission mass -
distribution of *"JO\j for very asymmetric products in the region 
of extremely low yields of the products 10~̂ 5i - 10 ţ» including 
the recent unpublished data (Iyer 1978) show relative high fission 
yields for the light fragments Ni, 'Cu and for the heavy frag
ments 171Er, 172Er, 175Tm, 175Yb and l77Lu. These increased yields 
appear as "shoulders" at A* = 66-67 and A„ = 171-177 in the 
fission mass-distribution. 

The theoretical results together with the present available 
experimental data (Bao et al. 1974» Iyer 1976, Epperson 197S) 
are given in Fig. 3. Ve can see that at very low excitation 
energies of the fissioning nucleus the theoretical calculations 
are predicting high intensities for the high asymmetric peaks 
in complete agreement with de Carvalho or Epperson data which are 
indicating that the intensities of the new peaks are few percent 
of the intensities of the main peaks. 

Of course, due to the fact that in the calculations we have 
assumed a constant ratio of mass and charge we are not able to 
predict .the exact location, the heights and the widths of the 
peaks, but we can definitei}* say that the new minimum in the 
fragmentation potential is mainly due to the shell corrections 
for the small fragment with N= 50 and Z = 2S or may be N = 2S and 
Z = 28. Also, as we have mentioned before the general behaviour 
of the peaks are somewhat depending of the parameters i and t\j 
of our theory. 

On the otticr hand only the positions of the "radiochemical 
shoulders", not their intensities which differ by ninny orders 
of magnitude, agree with our predictions. This is probably duo 
to the fact tiint these mass distribution data from rcnctor neutron 
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induced fission contain both the first and second chance fission 

and that only the second chance fission which occur at rather 

low excitation energy can contribute to the "shoulders". Indeed, 

in this experiment the average excitation energy of the initial 

nucleus E. is given by the sum of the binding energy of the 

neutron B and the average kinetic energy of the reactor neutrons 

Tr(E. = Bn+T ). At such excitation energies, the probability that 

one neutron is again emitted and that the daughter nucleus (A-l) 

is fissioning is comparable with the fission probability of the 

initial nucleus A, i.e. the second chance fission is comparable 

with the first chance fission. Consequently we consider that the 

"shoulders" in the radiochemical mass-distribution data are only 

due to the fission of the daughter nucleus (A-l) with the average 

excitation energy equal with the average kinetic energy of the 

reactor neutrons T minus the average kinetic energy of the 

emitted neutrons TeCE^.j = EA ~ Bn " Te = Tr " Te^' T,lis o a y ex~ 

plain the reported small intensities of the "shoulders". Finally, 

we expect that in such radiochemical measurements the "shoulders" 

are appearing only at energies of the compound nucleus cor

responding to few MeV higher than the n-th chance fission 

thresholds. 

Of course, new experimental data, especially first step experi

ments, like spontaneous fission, photofissiou or transfer renctions 

which lead the fissioning nucleus at very low excitation energies 

E <^ 5 MeV and in which both fragments are detected can give a 

definite answer to our predictions. 

Due to the fact that the Q-values of the new two-body break-up 

Is much smaller than in the usual fission channel we expect that 

the excitations of the fragments are minimum and consequently the 
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number of emitted neutrons will be close to zero. An experiment 

in which the fragments arc correlated with the number of neutrons 

can also give an indication of this process. 

A recent treatment of this very asymmetric two-body break-up 

(Sandulescu et al. 1978) in a similar way as alpha decay has 

shown that, due to the fact that the channel radii and the 

Q-values are much larger for these two-body channels than for 

the alpha decay, the penetrabilities are competitive and even 

larger for some heavy cluster emission than for the alpha particle 

emission. Thus, also the other extreme theoretical treatment of 

this high asymmetric two-body break-up as heavy cluster emission, 

supports our predictions that new high mass-asymmetric peaks would 

be present in the mass-distributions of fissioning nuclei. 

Finally, we conclude again (Sandulescu and Greiner 1977) that 

for heavy nuclei including the superheavy region, we may have 

a new decaying mode which can be interpreted either as a high 

mass-asymmetric fission o- a heavy cluster emission. 
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Figure Captions 

F i g . 1: The l i q u i d drop model mass-asymmetry energy fcLL.*'-> minimiz-

ed with r e s p e c t to the d e f o r a a t i o n s of the fragaents f j and 

p„ and the neck parameter £ (bot tom) , the f ragaenta t ion 

potential L ^t<\ 

with half shell 

corrections included (left upper corner) and the fragmenta

tion potential EthjJ '*))4 °^( ,y}) w i t n ful1 shell corrections 

included (right upper corner) as function of the length . 

and the aass-asyaaetry coordinate ^ = (A1-A2)/(A1+A0). Ve 

can see that already for half values of the shell 

corrections the second valleys have practically disappeared. 

Fig. 2: The *"^*"No-fission yields normalized to 200> for the ground 

state (lover curve) and for an excitation energy E =10 MeY 

(upper curve). Ve can see that by including in the calcu

lation of the fission yields the other higher mess-asymmetry-

states, by a Boltzmann-like distribution at a small tem

perature 0 - 0.62, the secondai*)' peaks are increased by 

two orders of magnitude. 

Fig. 3: The -* U-theoretical fission yields for the ground state 

E = 0 (•) and the *° Np-experimental fission yields at 

an average excitation energy E = 4.5 MeV (°) as function 

of the mass of one fragment. Also the positions of the 

"radiochemical shoulders" nre indicated for A. = 6?'»-o7 and 

A„= 171-177. 
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